H2H3 RUN #383 – 14th April 2018 – Songkran Run

LOCATION: Soi 102 right hand branch, near Hua Hin Sea Hill 2
Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/EW5e4TK71eQ2
GPS Coordinates: N 12.540688, E 99.940905 (N 12 32.441, E 99 56.454)
HARES: Cathusalem & Jock Twat
HASH SNACKS: Legs Wide Open
TAX COLLECTOR: Tinks
ICE MAN: Butt Out
HASH SCRIBE: Rubber Duck
NUMBER OF HASHERS: about 40

This Hash run started badly for me, I misread the misdirections and ended up at
Falcon Village, a call to the GM told me to retrace my steps and look for the HHH
sign on the right hand side, when I reached Bobby's Bar I realised I had gone too
far, u turned again and found the HHH sign on my right, straight down the road to
the carpark. The GM signaled the circle on his trusted hunting horn and introduced
the many virgins to the Hash secrets of checks, splits and merges. Details of
barbed wire, dogs etc were given to the herd. At this point Hugs asked the GM
about his alleged getting lost the day before while laying the trail, the co-hare, aka

Beermaester, said he was not going to mention the five hours he spent on the recce
looking for the GM, the GM said there were no tapes on the trail???? So the herd
was sent off on the trail only to get confused by the lack of shredded paper. The
reason for lack of paper was because "it had been eaten by a nomadic camel", said
the Beermaester. The trail led us to the mountains, Yanky Crank was ahead of the
herd, so far ahead he missed the mountain and shortcutted back to the carpark,
what a Sissy, he was soon joined there by Extra Testicle, who stopped to play
football , with some locals, then went back to the carpark, obviously exhausted.
The herd climbed the mountain and found the statue of the mermaid, first time I
have seen a mermaid with legs. Before getting to the top there was a very small
statue of an owl, how many saw that? Over the top and back through some
interesting country and back to a road, no paper visible so follow the scent to the
beer truck for the On In. On reaching the carpark we had excellent snacks, cold
beer and soft drinks. It was dark when the GM called the circle, he called Virgins,
returnees, leavers etc into the circle for down downs. As it was also Thai family
day the GM brought in the McRobbie's and the Tann's. Next weeks Hash was
announced, the circle was closed and the herd moved on to graze at the Coconuts
restaurant.
On On
Rubber Duck

